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AFTER HOURS

By KEVIN STONE

CAST OF CHARACTERS
# of lines

DELIVERY MAN* ...................... hard worker 12
JILLIAN  ..................................... manager of a small clothing  23 

store
HENRY  ..................................... plodding night watchman 21
LUANN ...................................... curious mannequin 59
PATTY........................................ thoughtful, bookish mannequin 57
DANNY ...................................... wild and crazy mannequin, with  53 

ambition
BURGLAR # 1* .......................... not quite the mastermind he  41 

thinks he is; aka Jetspeed
BURGLAR # 2 ........................... a bit gullible; aka Chickenwire 39
WINDOW SHOPPERS .............. out late

MAN #1 ...............................  7
WOMAN #1 .........................  7
MAN #2 ...............................  4
WOMAN #2 .........................  5
MAN #3* ..............................  1
WOMAN #3 .........................  1

TYLER*...................................... young skateboarder 7
FRIEND*  ................................... another 1
* indicates the character can be male or female

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
Time:  Any time.
Place:  A small clothing store.
Scene One:  Late one evening, closing time. 
Scene Two:  The next morning. 
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SET DESCRIPTION
The set shows the inside of a small clothing store. There is a counter 
with a cash register angled STAGE LEFT toward DOWN LEFT. UP 
LEFT is a doorway leading to a hallway and the manager’s office, 
which is marked “Employees Only.” Another doorway, UP RIGHT, 
leads to the dressing rooms. There is an optional full-length mirror 
beside it (can be implied). DOWN RIGHT is a raised platform that is 
like a podium in a window display. Various clothing racks and table 
displays fill the rest of the stage, and “sale” signs decorate the walls. 
Near the counter is a sign reading “Shoplifters Will be Prosecuted.” An 
imaginary door providing access to the street is DOWN LEFT. (See 
PRODUCTION NOTES.) The FORESTAGE represents the sidewalk 
that runs in front of the store, with entrances RIGHT and LEFT.

(Set design page 18)
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AFTER HOURS

Scene One
LIGHTS UP:  A small clothing store. LUANN and PATTY, two 
mannequins, pose on the DOWN RIGHT platform, facing the audience 
as if in a display window. The DELIVERY MAN stands beside a large 
crate, CENTER, holding a clipboard. Near the crate is a furniture dolly. 
JILLIAN busies herself with the duties of closing the store.
DELIVERY MAN:  If you could just sign, I’ll get out of your hair.
JILLIAN:  But there’s some mistake. I didn’t order this.
DELIVERY MAN:  Well, what am I supposed to do with it?
JILLIAN:  Send it back to Hoboken… or wherever it came from.
DELIVERY MAN:  (Consults clipboard.) Redondo Beach, California.
JILLIAN:  Then send it back there.
DELIVERY MAN:  But, lady, if you don’t sign for it tonight, then I have 

to cart it all the way back to the truck. That’s five blocks… uphill. 
And it’s late. 

HENRY:  (ENTERS FORESTAGE LEFT and moves through the 
DOWN LEFT “door.” [See PRODUCTION NOTES.]) Hi, Jillian.

JILLIAN:  Hi, Henry. I’ll be ready to lock up in a minute.
DELIVERY MAN:  Tell you what, Jillian. I can come back in the morning 

and get it out of here if you want, but look at the time. I gotta call 
it quits.

JILLIAN:  I’ll sign for it on one condition.
DELIVERY MAN:  You name it.
JILLIAN:  That you’re here first thing in the morning to take this crate 

back where it came from.
DELIVERY MAN:  That’s a deal.
JILLIAN:  (Sighs as she signs on the clipboard.) I’m only doing this 

because it’s late.
DELIVERY MAN:  Thanks, Jillian! You’re an angel.
JILLIAN:  Don’t forget.
DELIVERY MAN:  First thing tomorrow. (Moves through the door and 

EXITS FORESTAGE LEFT with the dolly.) 
HENRY:  Some trouble today?
JILLIAN:  Just a mix-up with the delivery company.
HENRY:  What did they bring?
JILLIAN:  A white elephant.
HENRY:  (Eyes the crate.) Kind of a small for an elephant.
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JILLIAN:  It’s another mannequin. I already have two gathering dust in 
the window.  I don’t need a third.

HENRY:  (Moves to LUANN and PATTY.) They don’t look very dusty 
to me. (Touches one.)

JILLIAN:  I change their clothes often enough. I think I’m going to 
lock up, Henry. I still need to count out the register, but I’ll do that 
tomorrow. It’s been a long day.

HENRY:  I’ll hit the lights. (EXITS UP LEFT.)
JILLIAN:  (To the crate.) And we’ll take care of you— (Knocks on the 

side of the crate.) —tomorrow. (Turns away. A knock sounds in 
return. JILLIAN looks up sharply, but sees nothing but the crate. 
The LIGHTS DIM. JILLIAN gently touches the crate. She is about 
to knock again when HENRY RE-ENTERS UP LEFT.)

HENRY:  I shut the back door. It wasn’t closed all the way.
JILLIAN:  I think the latch is broken. One more thing to fix around 

here.
HENRY:  I’ll check on it tonight.
JILLIAN:  Thanks, Henry.
HENRY:  I’ll walk you to your car. (They move through the DOWN 

LEFT door.)
JILLIAN:  (Mimes locking the door behind her.) Looks like you have a 

nice quiet night to work.
HENRY:  (As they EXIT FORESTAGE LEFT.) Yes, ma’am. It’s a 

quiet night and a clear sky, no rain in the forecast.  Just the way 
I like it. (They are OUT. A pregnant pause. Suddenly, the TWO 
MANNEQUINS burst into movement. PATTY takes off her shoes 
and starts doing some gentle exercises to limber up.)

LUANN:  What a day! Is this week like the slowest ever? (Holds up 
the purse she’s been displaying.) And who decided these were in 
style this year?

PATTY:  Same people who decide everything.
LUANN:  Who are they? A bunch of poultry farmers in Brisbane, as 

likely as not. (Tosses the purse away.) Oh, no! I’ve got a run in my 
hose!

PATTY:  You’re not wearing hose.
LUANN:  Oh. (Takes a closer look.) I’ve got a run in my paint. (Jumps 

off the platform.) C’mon!
PATTY:  (Stuck in a toe-touching position.) Uh, LuAnn?
LUANN:  What’s the matter?
PATTY:  My back! Stuck!
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LUANN:  (Puts her knee in PATTY’S back and grabs her shoulders.) 
A couple of working stiffs, that’s what we are. Window dressing. 
Ready?

PATTY:  Any time. (LUANN pulls her upright. SOUND EFFECT:  SNAP, 
CRACKLE, POP.) Thanks! Oooh, I have got the king of cricks!

LUANN:  And I noticed your stomach was growling half the day.
PATTY:  I’m famished. Having a pizzeria next door doesn’t help.
LUANN:  (Waves to someone across the street [across the 

AUDIENCE].) Yeah, yeah, yeah. I see you.
PATTY:  (Also waves.) Looks like another party at Woolworth’s.
LUANN:  Crazy mannequins. (Loud, over-enunciating.) No! We’re not 

coming over there!
PATTY:  (Still looking out the window, across the street.) He’s going to 

get hurt doing that.
LUANN:  (Turns away from the window, toward the crate.) Let’s see 

who’s in the crate.
PATTY:  We shouldn’t. What if Henry gets back?
LUANN:  (Moves to the crate.) It takes him at least ten minutes to get 

to the parking lot and back. Fifteen, if his knee is acting up.
PATTY:  (Follows LUANN to the crate.) What if it’s one of those 

faceless mannequins? They scare me.
LUANN:  “What if” is never any fun. Help me find a hammer. (Begins 

searching for one.)
PATTY:  Have you never heard of Pandora’s Box?
LUANN:  (Grabs a package of socks from a nearby display and tosses 

them to PATTY.) Are these them?
PATTY:  These are Pandora’s Socks. A trademark trying to be cute.
LUANN:  Oh. But maybe Pandora’s socks are kept in her box!
PATTY:  No! You see, there was this little box, and—
LUANN:  Wait, is this another book thing?
PATTY:  Yes.
LUANN:  I don’t want to hear about it. You read too much. (Finds a 

hammer under the counter.) Ah!
PATTY:  Can I help it if I used to work in a bookstore display?
LUANN:  Let’s just take a peek. I promise there’s no Pandora inside. 

(Begins to open the UPSTAGE panel of the crate.) But it could be 
a relative of yours in here. You wouldn’t want him to spend all night 
in a box, would you?

PATTY:  Most of my relatives work for Macy’s.
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LUANN:  This could be a long-lost California cousin. (The panel 
opens.) There! (They both tense at the same time.)

PATTY:  Approaching! (LUANN grabs a purse at random from another 
display. They run to their spots in the window. PATTY snaps into 
her shoes again. They FREEZE in poses. LUANN still holds the 
hammer, which she tries to hide behind her back.)

HENRY:  (ENTERS FORESTAGE LEFT and crosses the stage, 
following the sidewalk. He shines his flashlight into the store to 
see the front of the crate and the MANNEQUINS.) Ten o’clock, and 
all’s well. (EXITS FORESTAGE RIGHT. The MANNEQUINS look 
after the departing HENRY, UNFREEZE and rush to the crate.)

PATTY:  (Pulls out some packing.) We have plenty of excelsior.
LUANN:  Yeah, and this stuffing stuff, too. Hello? Anyone in there? Yoo-

hoo! (Reaches in one side; PATTY reaches in the other side.)
PATTY:  They wouldn’t send an empty crate, would they?
LUANN:  Maybe we’re supposed to fill it up and send it back.
PATTY:  Hey, there’s something in here! I have it— (Pulls out a 

detached arm. Screams.)
LUANN:  (Hurries to her side and takes the arm.) Must have been a 

rough trip. 
DANNY:  (Pops halfway out of the crate, scaring PATTY and LUANN. 

He wears an old, over-sized t-shirt. Only one of his arms is visible.) 
Ta-daa!

PATTY:  You scared us!
DANNY:  That was my goal! My name’s Danny. Could you lend me 

a hand here? (Takes his arm from LUANN.) This one will do. 
Shipping is so expensive nowadays. This trip cost me an arm and 
a leg. (DISAPPEARS back into the crate.)

LUANN:  He’s a regular comedian. (DANNY REAPPEARS, holding 
his loose arm in his other hand. He taps PATTY on the shoulder 
with his extended hand. She screams again.)

DANNY:  Would you be so good as to get me some nicer clothes? It 
seems someone forgot to properly dress me before throwing me 
in the box.

LUANN:  I’ll find something. (Begins picking out an outfit.)
DANNY:  Something debonair without being too Fifth Avenue. 

Something that says chic but stops short of trendy. (Looks at 
PATTY.) Please tell me you didn’t dress yourself.

PATTY:  What, this? No, I never do. I just model. You don’t like it? 
(LUANN hands him an outfit, which DANNY takes without looking 
it over.)
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DANNY:  (To PATTY.) No, I like it a lot. I shall return, like Jack out of 
the box! (DISAPPEARS into crate.)

LUANN:  I say we nail it shut.
DANNY’S VOICE:  (From inside the crate.) I heard that!
LUANN:  Where’s that hammer?
PATTY:  He leaves in the morning. Try to make the best of it. (They 

tense.) Approaching! (They scramble to their window positions and 
FREEZE in poses just in time as MAN and WOMAN #1 ENTER 
FORESTAGE LEFT, carrying shopping bags.)

MAN #1:  But my favorite toy of all time was a jack-in-the-box, even 
though it scared me.

WOMAN #1:  Scared you?
MAN #1:  Yeah, the clown—every time it popped out— (WOMAN #1 

stops by the window.) What is it? You like that dress?
WOMAN #1:  This one? Not hardly. When we came by here earlier, 

this one had a different purse.
MAN #1:  They probably change their display every night.
WOMAN #1:  I liked that other purse. I wanted to show it to you.
MAN #1:  Maybe later. (They start to leave.)
WOMAN #1:  (Stops.) Oh!
MAN #1:  What?
WOMAN #1:  Ray, that mannequin was looking at me!
MAN #1:  Okay, time to get you home.
WOMAN #1:  I’m serious! The one with the purse… it looked at me!
MAN #1:  Well, I have my jack-in-the-box, and you have your 

mannequin. (Mimes turning a crank and whistles “Pop Goes the 
Weasel.”)

WOMAN #1:  (Moves away from the window.) Stop it! (MAN #1 
continues his song, jumping to scare her on the “Pop!” They EXIT 
FORESTAGE RIGHT. MANNEQUINS UNFREEZE.)

PATTY:  (Pause.) You just had to look, didn’t you?
LUANN:  To see what kind of person would like those purses. Carrying 

them ought to be a crime. 
DANNY:  (EMERGES from the crate, both arms intact, dressed in a 

garish outfit.) I’m back! Miss me?
LUANN:  Truthfully?
DANNY:  Thanks for the outfit. Not quite what I envisioned, but I’ll 

learn to like it!
PATTY:  Good. My name’s Patricia, by the way. And this is LuAnn.
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DANNY:  Great! I’m Danny! Now, point me to the automotive 
department!

LUANN:  Look around. See any auto parts?
DANNY:  Well, no, not in the clothes department. Are the escalators 

over there?
PATTY:  You’re not in a clothing department. You’re in a clothing store. 

What you see is what you get.
DANNY:  Clothes?
PATTY:  That’s it.
DANNY:  So no automotive parts anywhere?
LUANN:  He catches on quick, doesn’t he?
DANNY:  Clothes? How can a place stay in business with just 

clothes?
LUANN:  You’d be surprised how many people wear them.
DANNY:  (Sits in the window display.) I knew something was wrong 

as soon as you opened the box and I couldn’t smell any of those 
little pine-tree air fresheners. This nose knows! All the way here, I 
sat in those curly-cues and dreamed of sprockets and grommets 
and solenoids!

LUANN:  Are those real automobile parts, or did he make those words 
up?

PATTY:  (Sits beside DANNY.) You must love motor vehicles.
DANNY:  You bet I do! I have a dream. One of these days, I’m out 

of here! No more holding the pose for months at a time and not 
blinking! No more street urchins pressing their grimy little noses 
against the window, trying for a stare-down! No more standing all 
day with a crooked hairpiece because somebody was careless 
putting on your turtleneck, which you never wanted to wear 
in the first place, because it was yellow and because it was a 
turtleneck!

PATTY:  You’re tired of modeling, I take it.
DANNY:  Modeling? Is that what you call it? Listen, sister, we’re 

nothing more than glorified coat hangers!
PATTY:  But it’s a proven fact that we increase sales. We’re good for 

business.
DANNY:  You might be, but look at this face. Every Halloween they’d 

hang a green light over me, and I was the display!
LUANN:  So what’s your big dream? Haunting a castle?
PATTY:  I bet it has something to do with cars. Except they won’t let 

us mannequins drive.
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DANNY:  (Stands.) I’m going to drive! One of these days, I am going 
to be a crash test dummy!

LUANN:  Yeah. I can see that.
DANNY:  Talk about excitement! I’ve got goose bumps just thinking 

about it! And polyurethane goose bumps don’t come easy!
PATTY:  I had an uncle who was a crash test dummy. He liked it, and 

I guess he did quite well.
LUANN:  I’m sure he was a smashing success.
DANNY:  What does he do now?
PATTY:  Works at a wax museum. He plays Casey Jones.
DANNY:  (Looks across the street.) What are they doing over there?
LUANN:  I think that’s the Woolworth Wiggle. (They tense.)
PATTY:  Approaching! (They scramble.)
DANNY:  Where do I go?
LUANN:  In the box!
DANNY:  It’s stuffy in there! (LUANN and PATTY are back in their 

window positions. DANNY grabs an umbrella and strikes a pose 
near the counter. HENRY ENTERS FORESTAGE RIGHT and 
passes the window, shining his light in on LUANN and PATTY.)

HENRY:  Evening, ladies. All quiet in there? Thought so. (EXITS 
FORESTAGE LEFT.)

DANNY:  Whew! That was close!
PATTY:  Don’t move.
DANNY:  Why not?
PATTY:  Henry’s gone, but there’s still an approaching. (SOUND 

EFFECT:  GLASS BREAKING. They tense.)
DANNY:  Something’s not right here.  (SOUND EFFECT:  ANOTHER 

GLASS BREAKING.) Wait! I recognize that sound!
LUANN:  You ought to.
PATTY:  Shh!
DANNY:  Somebody broke something! Back there! (Points UP LEFT.  

LUANN and PATTY do not respond.) Hello? Shouldn’t we go see 
what it is? (No response.) Oh, I get it. Let’s just play dead and 
hope nothing else gets broken— (FREEZES in a pose.)

BURGLAR #1:  (He and BURGLAR #2 ENTER UP LEFT.) Ah! Easy 
as stealing cookies from grandma’s counter top!

BURGLAR #2:  Eddie, I think I cut my pinkie.
BURGLAR #1:  We talked about this. My name is not Eddie.
BURGLAR #2:  Sure it is. Eddie Burgerhoffer.
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PRODUCTION NOTES

PROPERTIES
ONSTAGE:  Raised platform, sales counter, cash register with [play] 

money, hammer (under the sales counter), racks with clothes, 
[optional] full-length mirror, large [cardboard] crate with packing 
material and a disembodied arm inside it, umbrella. Table displays 
of hats, purses and socks, including a sock package with the brand 
name “Pandora.” Signs:  “Employees Only,” “Dressing Rooms,” 
Shoplifters Will be Prosecuted,” and various “Sale!” signs. 

BROUGHT ON, Scene One:
Ugly purse (LUANN)
Furniture dolly, clipboard, pen (DELIVERY MAN)
Keys (JILLIAN)
Flashlight, keys, handkerchief, glasses (HENRY)
Several shopping bags (WINDOW SHOPPERS)
Skateboard (TYLER)

BROUGHT ON, Scene Two: 
Flashlight, keys (HENRY)
Two skateboards (TYLER, FRIEND)

ABOUT THE ENTRANCE TO THE STORE
The front of the store, including the display windows and the door, is 
only implied; it is not created by any set piece. Thus, all actors “using” 
this door to enter or exit must remember to accurately mime pushing 
or pulling the door open to reinforce the illusion for the audience.

FLEXIBLE CASTING
Several of the characters can be either male or female:  DELIVERY 
MAN can just as easily be DELIVERY WOMAN, EDDIE (“JETSPEED”) 
can be EDIE, TYLER can be TAYLOR, MAN #3 can be a woman, and 
FRIEND can be either sex.

SOUND EFFECTS AND MUSIC
Snap-crackle-pop (sound of joints cracking), glass vase breaking, 
chase music (anything upbeat, bright and comical), loud “konk,” 
crash.
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For preview only



We hope you’ve enjoyed    
this script sample. 
We encourage you to read the entire script before making 
your final decision.

You may order a paper preview copy or gain instant 
access to the complete script online through our E-view 
program. We invite you to learn more and create an 
account at www.pioneerdrama.com/E-view.

Thank you for your interest in our plays and musicals. If you’d 
like advice on other plays or musicals to read, our customer 
service representatives are happy to assist you when you call 
800.333.7262 during normal business hours.

www.pioneerdrama.com

800.333.7262
Outside of North America 303.779.4035 
Fax 303.779.4315

PO Box 4267
Englewood, CO  80155-4267

We’re here to help!


